
IntroductionIntroduction

Have you ever been out in nature and looked underneath a log, or rock, and seen all the critters that call 
that place home? Have you ever wondered what exactly happens to all those leaves that fall to the ground 

on the forest floor? Or what goes on in a compost pile? 

There’s a very special type of critter that’s involved with all of those things and we call them 

“decomposers”.

For this kit you need:  A piece of paper and some kind of writing utensil 
(colors if you want).

Now open the folder labeled “Who We Are” and Now open the folder labeled “Who We Are” and 
start your investigation!start your investigation!

But what is a decomposer, and what exactly is it that they do? With this kit you’ll learn 
all about some of the different species and types of decomposers, what they do, 

and how they fit into the ecosystems all around us.
This kit contains three folders labeled 

1. “Who We Are” 
2. “Where We Live” and 

3. “What We Do” 
You’ll work your way through them in that order, completing the activities within and creating a picture 

of your own. 

After you’ve gone through all three folders, you’ll find one final wrap-up on the back 
of this sheet. You can also find an answer sheet there, 

but don’t peek before you do the activities!
Also included is a  guide to some vocabulary words that might be new to you, if you 

encounter a word or term you’ve never heard before, 
check the page and see if it’s listed there.



Once you’ve worked through all three sections and added what you need to your poster/drawing, 
you might have something that looks like this 

you should have a pretty good illustration of how energy moves through an ecosystem, and the 
important role that decomposers play in all of that!

Make sure you’ve returned all the materials Make sure you’ve returned all the materials 
to where they belong in the kit to where they belong in the kit 

when packing things upwhen packing things up

Before putting things away, see if you can answer these final questions

1. Come up with a hypothesis… What would happen if we took out all of the decomposers from 
an ecosystem?

2. Can you name a critter/something from each of the three categories of, “F”, “B”, and “I”

3. True of False: Decomposers would fall above primary consumers, but below secondary 
consumers on a food pyramid.

4. Why can the flow of energy in an ecosystem be described as a “cycle”?

5. Where does all energy in an ecosystem start/begin?

Who:
Cards (L-r): 
top: earthworm, slug, ant
middle: sowbug, millipede, mold
bottom: mushroom, soil 
bacterium, beetle

Pyramid (top-bottom):
tertiary consumer, secondary 
consumer,
primary consumer
primary producer
Sun & decomposers 

Q1: fungus, bacteria, insects
Q2: species interaction/
organization, energy flow

Where:
Ecosystem matches: dung beetle/
desert
D.larvae/stream
termite/Savannah
echinoderm/kelp
F.mite/compost pile

Q1:true
Q2: multiple answers, ex; 
breaking down dead trees

What: 
Soil jars: jar #1 contains 
higher organic matter

Q1:when organic materials, break 
down, rot
Q2: They decompose, and are 
taken back in by other plants, 
then animals, as nutrients

final: 
Q1: multiple answers, result 
would be negative for ecosystem
Q2: multiple answers (see ‘who 
we are’)
Q3: false
Q4: energy goes around and 
around, things die, their 
nutrients re-enter ecosystem (see 
what q2:)
Q5: the sun

AnswerAnswer
KeyKey

final Questionsfinal Questions

EndEnd



VocabularyVocabulary
1. 1. Decomposition:Decomposition:  Decomposition is the process by which dead organic Decomposition is the process by which dead organic 

substances are broken down. The state or process of rotting; decay.substances are broken down. The state or process of rotting; decay.

2. 2. Decomposer:Decomposer:  An organism, especially a fungus, soil bacterium, or invertebrate, An organism, especially a fungus, soil bacterium, or invertebrate, 
that decomposes organic material.that decomposes organic material.

3. 3. Trophic level:Trophic level:  The trophic level of an organism is the position it occupies in a The trophic level of an organism is the position it occupies in a 
food web.food web.

4. 4. Food chain:Food chain: A food chain is a succession of organisms that eat other  A food chain is a succession of organisms that eat other 
organisms and may, in turn, be eaten themselves. organisms and may, in turn, be eaten themselves. 

5. 5. Recycle:Recycle:  Recycling something means that it has been converted into something Recycling something means that it has been converted into something 
new, or reusable.new, or reusable.

6. 6. Energy: Energy: You can think of energy as another word for power, or the ability to You can think of energy as another word for power, or the ability to 
“do work”, or to cause some kind of change. Energy can come in multiple forms, “do work”, or to cause some kind of change. Energy can come in multiple forms, 
and transfer between organisms. and transfer between organisms. 

7. 7. Bacteria: Bacteria: A type of single-celled microorganismA type of single-celled microorganism

8. 8. Ecosystem: Ecosystem: A biological community of interacting organisms and their A biological community of interacting organisms and their 
physical environment.physical environment.

9. 9. Organic (material):Organic (material):  Related to, or coming from, once living material.Related to, or coming from, once living material.

10. 10. Compost:Compost: A combination of decayed organic material that can include grass  A combination of decayed organic material that can include grass 
and other woody mass, fruits, vegetables and sawdust along with non organic and other woody mass, fruits, vegetables and sawdust along with non organic 
material like cardboard and paper. Often used as a fertilizer for gardens.material like cardboard and paper. Often used as a fertilizer for gardens.

11. 11. Sedimentary (soil):Sedimentary (soil):  Relative to soil that contains more organic content, a Relative to soil that contains more organic content, a 
sedimentary soil contains a high amount of minerals from the weathering of sedimentary soil contains a high amount of minerals from the weathering of 
rocks and other inorganic material.rocks and other inorganic material.

12. 12. Producer: Producer: Producers are plants, which can make their own food by taking Producers are plants, which can make their own food by taking 
sunlight and using the energy to make sugar through a process called sunlight and using the energy to make sugar through a process called 
photosynthesis.photosynthesis.

13. 13. Photosynthesis:Photosynthesis: The process by which green plants and some other  The process by which green plants and some other 
organisms use sunlight to synthesize foods from carbon dioxide and water.organisms use sunlight to synthesize foods from carbon dioxide and water.

14. 14. Consumer: Consumer:  Consumers in a food chain are living creatures that eat other  Consumers in a food chain are living creatures that eat other 
organisms for their energy.organisms for their energy.

Herbivore:Herbivore:  only eats plants. only eats plants. Omnivore:Omnivore:  eats plants or meat. eats plants or meat. carnivore:carnivore: eats meat eats meat



Who We AreWho We Are
IntroIntro

Activity 1Activity 1

wrap up questionswrap up questions

activity 2activity 2
• • Take a look at the stack of species Take a look at the stack of species 

cards that are included in this cards that are included in this 
folder. folder. 

• • Then, find the page that has a 3x3 Then, find the page that has a 3x3 
grid of squares. grid of squares. 

• • Each one of these squares Each one of these squares 
contains descriptions, traits, or contains descriptions, traits, or 
characteristics that refer to one of characteristics that refer to one of 
the species on a card. the species on a card. 

• • As you read them, try to decide As you read them, try to decide 
which card belongs where and stick which card belongs where and stick 
it on! it on! 

Allow me to introduce you to the FBI. Allow me to introduce you to the FBI. 
Not the FBI you might be thinking of, in dark suits and sunglasses, but the FBI of the Not the FBI you might be thinking of, in dark suits and sunglasses, but the FBI of the 

decomposer world! Fungus, Bacteria, and Insects. decomposer world! Fungus, Bacteria, and Insects. 
The FBI is made up of thousands and thousands of different species that all play a The FBI is made up of thousands and thousands of different species that all play a 

very important role in the function of whatever ecosystem they are a part of. Some of very important role in the function of whatever ecosystem they are a part of. Some of 
them might be familiar faces, but others might be totally new to you. them might be familiar faces, but others might be totally new to you. 

Follow the directions as you work through each of the activities below.Follow the directions as you work through each of the activities below.

Before you move on to the next section, Before you move on to the next section, 
make sure you can answer these                make sure you can answer these                

questions:questions:

1. 1. What does FBI stand for, when What does FBI stand for, when 
talking about decomposers?talking about decomposers?

2. 2. What does a trophic pyramid tell us What does a trophic pyramid tell us 
about the species included in it?about the species included in it?

Once you’re sure you know the answers Once you’re sure you know the answers 
to those questions, on one side of the to those questions, on one side of the 
piece of paper you have… Come up with piece of paper you have… Come up with 
a list of species you might find in an a list of species you might find in an 

ecosystem near you.ecosystem near you.

Make sure to include: at least one type Make sure to include: at least one type 
of species from each of the “trophic of species from each of the “trophic 

levels” you learned about, and don’t levels” you learned about, and don’t 
forget the decomposers! forget the decomposers! 

• • find the sheet that has a pyramid find the sheet that has a pyramid 
on it. on it. 

• • This is a very special kind of This is a very special kind of 
pyramid that we call a ‘trophic pyramid that we call a ‘trophic 
pyramid’. pyramid’. 

• • A trophic pyramid helps us A trophic pyramid helps us 
organize our species by how they organize our species by how they 
interact with each other. It shows interact with each other. It shows 
us in a simple way, how different us in a simple way, how different 
species are organized in an species are organized in an 
ecosystem. ecosystem. 

• • Each level of the pyramid has its Each level of the pyramid has its 
own name, and each level helps own name, and each level helps 
provide energy for the levels provide energy for the levels 
above it through predator/prey above it through predator/prey 
relationships as well as other relationships as well as other 
processes.processes.

• • Now become a science investigator. Now become a science investigator. 
On the back of the sheet that On the back of the sheet that 
has the pyramid, you’ll find the has the pyramid, you’ll find the 
information you need to piece information you need to piece 
together and understand what together and understand what 
each level of the pyramid includes each level of the pyramid includes 
and means.and means.

Now move on to the folder Now move on to the folder 
labeled “Where we live”labeled “Where we live”



MoldMold

Soil BacteriumSoil Bacterium

EarthwormEarthworm

AntAnt

SowbugSowbugSlugSlug

MushroomMushroom

BeetleBeetle MillipedeMillipede



• • My excreted My excreted 
waste is known as waste is known as 
‘castings’‘castings’

• • I breathe through I breathe through 
my skinmy skin

• • I love to consume I love to consume 
soilsoil

• • I have a single I have a single 
lunglung

• • My lifespan is My lifespan is 
anywhere from 1 anywhere from 1 
to 6 yearsto 6 years

• • One of my favorite One of my favorite 
foods is decaying foods is decaying 
vegetationvegetation

• • There are more than There are more than 
12,000 species of me 12,000 species of me 
all around the worldall around the world

• • I play an important I play an important 
role in breaking down role in breaking down 
wood and other wood and other 
tough organic mattertough organic matter

• • It’s estimated that It’s estimated that 
for every 1 human for every 1 human 
on earth, there are 1 on earth, there are 1 
million of memillion of me

• • I’m actually from the I’m actually from the 
crustacean family, crustacean family, 
which makes me which makes me 
related to lobstersrelated to lobsters

• • I’m not picky, I’ll eat I’m not picky, I’ll eat 
fungus, algae, bark, fungus, algae, bark, 
waste from other waste from other 
invertebrates, or invertebrates, or 
decaying animalsdecaying animals

• • Sometimes I’ll attach Sometimes I’ll attach 
myself to the roots myself to the roots 
of certain plants of certain plants 
and help them and help them 
process nutrientsprocess nutrients

• • I am microscopicI am microscopic
• • In 1 acre of healthy In 1 acre of healthy 

soil, you might be soil, you might be 
able to find a TON able to find a TON 
of me (literally!)of me (literally!)

• • I am a type of fungiI am a type of fungi
• • I spread and I spread and 

reproduce by reproduce by 
releasing millions releasing millions 
of tiny sporesof tiny spores

• • You might find me in You might find me in 
some damp corner of some damp corner of 
your home if you’re your home if you’re 
not careful!not careful!

• • I am a type of fungiI am a type of fungi
• • I can break down I can break down 

organic matter by organic matter by 
releasing special releasing special 
enzymesenzymes

• • You might find me on You might find me on 
the forest floor, on the forest floor, on 
a log, or even on the a log, or even on the 
side of treesside of trees

• • You might find You might find 
me feeding on the me feeding on the 
remains of a dead remains of a dead 
animalanimal

• • There are 86 There are 86 
different species of different species of 
me in Washington me in Washington 
State alone!State alone!

• • I am mostly I am mostly 
nocturnal (active at nocturnal (active at 
night)night)

• • Dead plants and Dead plants and 
animal waste are animal waste are 
some of my favorite some of my favorite 
snackssnacks

• • I have 6 body I have 6 body 
segments when I’m segments when I’m 
bornborn





Bonus: Think about the following species, and where they would belong

TrophicTrophic
PyramidPyramid

A trophic pyramid helps us organize our species by how they interact with 
each other. It shows us in a simple way, how different species are organized 
in an ecosystem.

As you go from the bottom up on a trophic pyramid, you find less organisms 
in each level. As you move upward on the pyramid, the organisms on each 
level get their energy from the levels below them as well.

1. How do organisms get energy?

One way we classify the species on a trophic pyramid is as a “producer”, or a 
“consumer”.
Producers are plants. As the name suggests, they are able to “produce” their 
own energy, they do so through the process of photosynthesis.

1. What gives plants the power to perform photosynthesis?

Consumers, as the name suggests, need to consume some other organism in 
order to receive nutrients and energy.

If something is a consumer, we can organize it even further with the 
classification of “primary” (herbivores), “secondary” (omnivores or 
carnivores), and “tertiary” (carnivores, apex predators).

Our friends the decomposers are unique though. They’re not picky about the 
organic matter they break down or consume. It could come from any level of 
the pyramid. And by doing so, they provide energy in the form of nutrients in 
the soil for producers.

With the information above, use the labels With the information above, use the labels 
provided to label each level of the pyramidprovided to label each level of the pyramid



Tertiary Consumer

Secondary Consumer

Primary Consumer

Primary Producer

The Sun & Decomposers



Where We LiveWhere We Live

 Now you know a bit about who we are, it’s time to learn 
more about where you might find us. 

In nature, decomposers are mostly found on the ground or in the top layer of soil. In 
a forest you might find them under leaves or logs. Certain types of mushrooms you 

might even find climbing up the side of trees! You’ll find a high density of decomposers 
in a compost pile,  and In just one teaspoon of soil, 

there can be up to one BILLION soil bacterium.

So as you can see, decomposers are abundant, resilient, and find a way to survive in a 
number of places. Anywhere that has organic material to be broken down, you can find 

some kind of decomposer!

IntroIntro

Activities 1 & 2Activities 1 & 2

wrap up questionswrap up questions
Before you move on to the next section, make sure you can answer these questions:

1. True or False: You can find some kind of decomposer in nearly every ecosystem

2. What is one function carried out by decomposers you might find in the forests 
around Spokane? 

Once you’re sure you know the answers to those questions, on the blank side of the 
paper you have, draw an ecosystem! And use the list of species you came up with in the 

last section to populate your drawing once you’ve completed it.

Now move on to the folder labeled “What we do”Now move on to the folder labeled “What we do”

1. While decomposers are abundant in many places, they are still often hard to find 
and see because of their small size and tendency to enjoy digging into, and under 

different layers of things. The first activity on the back of this page challenges you 
to find all the decomposers you can hidden in the compost pile.

2. As we’ve learned, decomposers are important in EVEry environment, even some you 
might not expect. Some have become very specialized in how they behave to survive the 
environment they are in. The second activity on the back of this sheet asks you to try 

and match the decompsoer specialist species 
to the environment you think you might find them.



Can you find...

x6
x3

x3

x4

x2

Dragonfly
Larvae Termite

Dung
beetle

Echinoderm
family Fermentation

mite

african 
savannah

compost 
pile

streamkelp 
forest

desert



What we doWhat we do
IntroIntro

Activity 1Activity 1

activity 2activity 2

wrap up questionswrap up questions

now you know what kind of species are decomposers, and you know what kind of ecosys-
tems you might find them in. 

Now it’s time to learn about what they do that gives them their name! 
Decomposition is the process where dead organic matter breaks down, rots, or decays. 

This could be leaves or logs on a forest floor, or a banana peel in your compost bin. This 
process happens naturally (have you ever left a fruit or vegetable out for too long?) But 

decomposers are the helpers in nature that push this process along

 Before you move on, make sure you can answer these questions:
1. What does it mean to decompose?

2. How do dead plants get recycled into their ecosystem?
Once you’re sure you know the answers to those questions, look at your paper where 

you have an ecosystem full of critters drawn, and add arrows to show how energy flows 
between the living things in your drawing. 

Draw arrows that show how energy goes from one thing to another as they interact with 
each other. Make as many connections as you can! Don’t forget about where plants get 

their energy and nutrients from.

Now return to the back side of the  “intro” worksheetNow return to the back side of the  “intro” worksheet

Take a look at the sheet labled “decomposition timeline”.  On the back side of the paper 
where you have been writing, number 1-5 and record your guesses for the following 

question: How long does it take each of those items to decompose? 
Once you’ve recorded all your guesses, remove the slider to reveal the answer one item at 

a time, and see how close you were! 
Did anything surprise you?

take a look at the two containers of soil provided. One of them is high in organic content, 
while the other is more sedimentary. Can you tell which is which just by looking at them?

Think about that question, and come up with a theory for why you think that is. How might 
decomposers fit into that hypothesis?

On the back of your sheet of paper, Use this format to write down your theory: 
I think that jar number... is [higher/lower] in organic content because...

Now let’s take a look at our own soil! turn to the back of this sheet for instructions

Bonus activityBonus activity



[With your parents’ or supervisor’s permission], take one of the 
provided trowels and go dig out a small sample of the soil in 

your own yard, at a nearby park, or other outdoor space. 

What does my soil look like?What does my soil look like?

Did you know you can tell a lot about a soil just by looking at 
it’s color? The color of soil can give us hints as to how the soil 

was formed, and what material it is largely made up of.

Generally, a darker color soil tells us that there is a high pres-
ence of decomposed organic material. “Humus” is the word we use 

for this decomposed organic matter in soil.

humushumus
Another thing scientists pay attention to is the texture of the 
soil. A soil might be considered more sedimentary, or sandy, if 
there are larger pieces of minerals or weathered rocks present.

Another thing You may encounter is soil that contains a high 
amount of clay. Clay particles are very fine, and when wet become 

almost sticky and moldable

Look at, and feel the soil you have dug up, and write down some 
observations about it on your paper

Clay Clay 
soilsoil

Sandy Sandy 
soilsoil



Decomposition TimelineDecomposition Timeline

Banana peelBanana peel
tea bagtea bag

plastic plastic 
water bottlewater bottle

loglog

paperpaper



???? ??????

2-6 
weeks

3 
weeks

3-6 
months

1000+ 
years

40-100 
years
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